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An administrative appeal system in general includes petition and 
administrative litigation. Comparing with the administrative litigation, the petition 
provides the taxpayers, from the time, cost and effort-saving perspective, an 
efficient way and method to protect their own rights. The governing authorities on 
the other hand, are able to seize this opportunity to re-examine its system, which 
may potentially reduce following litigations and save the jurisdiction resource.  
This article is to compare, from a legal perspective, the administrative appeal 
systems in Mainlan China and Taiwan, and to recommend the strategy to improve 
the efficiency in the tax administrative appeal system. 
The article comprises of introduction, body text and conclusion. The body text 
has three chapters. 
The first chapter introduces the relevant theories of petition system.  
According to the claim of right, publish can use the right of petition by using 
administration litigation or administration review. The essence of petition is that 
administration organizations can audit itself. Thus, under this function, the power 
is including disciplinary action of legal audit and appropriate audit. If 
administration petition organization recognizes the disciplinary action is not 
appropriate, administration petition organization still have right to rescind the 
disciplinary action even the disciplinary action is legal action under the law.  The 
defect of administration litigation is that audit right is under the same 
administration organizations. This phenomenon let publish think that 
administration organizations have no independent audit and trust.  This chapter 
mainly analyzes the fundamental concept, special features and fundamental 
principles of the petition. 
The second chapter compares the petition systems in the PROC and Taiwan.  
The comparison includes the extent of the petition, types, requirements of the 














bodies, implementing procedures, and the analysis thereof. 
The third chapter is the core of the body text. This chapter emphasizes on the 
analysis of and recommendations to the tax negotiation system and the late 
payment penalty.  Firstly, through the discussion of characteristics and results of 
the tax negotiation system in Taiwan, and through the introduction of tax 
negotiation system in other countries, the recommendations to establishment of 
such system in the PROC are laid out in this section, including 1. Giving a 
righteous legal status of the tax negotiation system, 2. Extending of the extent of 
qualified applicants, 3. Granting the tax negotiation when there tax has been paid 
or supported with evidence, or there is incorrect application or interpretation of the 
laws, and 4. The effect of such tax negotiation. Then, analysis of the characteristics 
of the PROC’s late payment penalties and the tax rate with recommendation are 
included in this section. 
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前  言 
 
    财政为庶政之母，租税为财政之基，纳税之义务通常在一国之宪法中明
文规定，例如中国大陆（简称大陆）《宪法》第 59 条规定：“中华人民共和国
公民有依法纳税的义务” ；台湾地区《宪法》第 19 条规定：“人民有依法律
纳税之义务”，纳税是人民生活中不可或缺的一环。 
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